
Gonna keep on walking forward���
Keep on walking forward ���
Keep on walking forward���
Never turning back ���
Never turning back���

Gonna keep on walking proudly…���
���
Gonna keep on singing loudly….���
���
Gonna keep on loving boldly…���
���
Gonna light this night together…���



Tensions within myself (our movements)

Pensadora (academic)
Política (activist)

Poeta (artist)



Tomatoes, Bundles, and Murals:!
!

What can popular education offer 
community movements?



Historical 
Context���

•  Colonialism/resistance 
•  Migration and 
     diasporic populations
•  Globalization of capital 

and social movements



Cultural narrative: ���
passive consumers vs. 
active citizens



Popular ���
Education:���
rethinking the 
narrative ���
of knowledge  



  

The banking model of education 

Certain peoples’ histories are more valued than others:

heroes, celebrities, politicians, businessmen 



Popular Education:          
Problem Posing Model 

Everyone’s story has value and 

can be expressed in diverse forms 



Related practices

•  Radical adult education
•  Liberatory or emancipatory education 
•  Anti-oppression education
•  Decolonizing education
•  Transformative learning
•  Cultural work
•  Community arts
•  Popular communications



Streams feeding/challenging ���
popular education

•  Indigenous ways of knowing
•  Labour education 
•  Feminist pedagogy
•  Anti-racism education
•  Development and global education
•  Queer pedagogy
•  Popular environmental education



Popular education is...

• glocal

• inclusive

• holistic



Popular education is…���

  glocal



Tomatoes



Story: Tomasita Project

•  Popular education in 
grass-roots communities

•  Start with our daily lives
•  Food as an entrée  to 

globalization



Interdisciplinary tomato



Globalization from above



Globalization ���
from below



Glocal exchanges���
through photos



The Other Globalization



Glocal stories ���
in the north

FoodShare’s
Roots and Routes 

Project



Glocal stories���
in the south



Corporate control of images



Popular education is…���

  inclusive



Bundles



Story: Transforming university curriculum���
 Diversity/equity workshops



Project goals

•  Educate ourselves
•  Create inclusive 

community
•  Develop curriculum 

guidelines
•  Propose policy changes



Popular 
education 
processes



Key learnings

•  We are not ‘perfect strangers’
•  Breaking the silence is first step
•  Equity education is full of sticky moments
•  Issues are emotional and intellectual, 

personal and political



Anti-racism at York



Decolonizing education



Stories not told



Popular education is….���

holistic



Murals



The Garbage Collection

A Popular Education 
and Community Arts Project



Participants  
Laidlaw Foundation (funding, cultural animator, popular educator) 
City of Toronto (Public Works Dept, Cultural Affairs Dept.) 
Trade unions (members of CUPE 416) 
Toronto Environmental Alliance (staff and volunteers) 



Sanitation workers 

Community artists 

Environmentalists 

Moment 1: Storytelling 



Moment 2: Analysis 

Critiquing what is 

Imagining what could be Proposing alternatives  



Moment 3: 
Artistic 
production 

Tapping individual and collective creativity 



Moment 4: Confrontation 

Protesting 

the whitewashed mural 



 
Community Arts Practice

A joint certificate of the 
Faculty of Environmental Studies 

and the 
Faculty of Fine Arts



Community Arts

•  Context
•  Collaboration
•  Critical social analysis
•  Creative artistic practice
•  Commitment



Community 
Arts 
for 
Social Change
Classroom 
 



Eco Art and Media Festival���





Graffiti Mural Transformation Project



FoodShare Focus on Food



Salmon Tales



Street theatre



Planet in 
Focus���

Film Festival 



Artists/activists/academics



Popular education is

glocal
inclusive
holistic



Story: The VIVA! Project���
 Creative Tensions of ���

Community Arts Practice ���
in Social Movements of the Americas���



Kuna Children’s 
Art Project
CEASPA, Panama



BILWIVISION ���
Community Television ���
 URRACAN University���
 Bilwi, Nicaragua



Community Mural Production���
Universidad Autónoma 

Metropolitana,���
Ciudad de México



Tianguis Cultural���
IMDEC ���
Guadalajara, Mexico



���
Artsbridge ���
UCLA, Los Angeles, USA 



Telling Our Stories: Catalyst Centre, Toronto
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.



Jumblies Theatre���
Toronto, Canada



Personal Legacy Project���
Diane Roberts ���
(CAO, York)



Questions to ponder…

How do the tensions between the activist, artist, and 
academic play out in your life? In your movements?

How is popular education integrated into 
–  your organizations/movements?
–  your classrooms or university struggles?

How do we build community movements that are 
glocal, inclusive, and holistic?



Gonna work for change together…���
���

Gonna show our children courage…���
���

Gonna reach across all borders…���
���

Gonna keep on walking forward…���
 


